Location – LSC 213


Guests: David Born (PAR)

1. **Update on Poster Competition 2008**
   a. Poster Competition will be Monday, April 7, 2008 from 10-11 am in Cherokee Park ballroom prior to Van Tilborg DL.
   b. Expecting 30-50 posters.

2. **Update on PAR**
   a. Discussion about “retreat”
   b. Have 2 different meetings prior to 4/7/08 (Van Tilborg visit)
      i. Meeting 1 for existing projects and brainstorming about new ideas
      ii. Meeting 2 to review collaborations that were defined at meeting 1
      iii. Stephen Hayne has offered the CIS lab for the meetings. Jerry Potter will coordinate dates.

3. **Networking Survey Revisit**
   a. Stephen Hayne and Jim Folkestad have input CSU project data into a tool that can define and map collaborations.
   b. How do we want to use this information?
   c. Do we target large projects with few ISTeC collaborations ($) – or do we target smaller projects ($)?
   d. Stephen will re-run data to identify specific project groups

4. **RAC Membership update**
   a. Michael DeMiranda has resigned leaving no one from CAHS.

Next meeting March 5, 2008, LSC 211.